Information shown on these drawings is not valid for Construction. Please refer to the status of the drawing in the Title and Issue box.

Details by date:
- Detail Design - DRAFT FOR COMMENT - 03 YA 21.02.2018
- Detail Design - DRAFT FOR COMMENT - 02 YA 14.02.2018
- Final for Planning Application - incl. arboricultural survey 07 YA 13.04.2018
- Detail Design - Final Revision 05 YA 08.03.2018
- DRAFT For comment 01 YA 12.12.2017
- Final for Planning Application 06 YA 21.03.2018
- Detail Design 00 DL 16.10.2017
- Final for Planning Application 08 YA 16.04.2018

Notes:
- Information to be read in coordination with Structural Engineer & M&E Engineer drawings & spec; Where any conflict or inconsistency occurs between drawing and specification information the Contractor is to immediately notify Gillespies prior to continuing working.
- This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other Gillespies drawings and specification and other consultants drawings as referred.
- All measurements are to be checked on site prior to construction.
- Any contractor that chooses to take forward this information for construction without full review process and sign-off does so at their own risk.
- Do not scale from this drawing, use figured dimensions only where they are shown.
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